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Video: Pyrography

Molly Winton explains the whys and wherefores of
using pyrography in woodturning. She discusses
equipment and tools, and demonstrates making
custom tips/nibs and pyrography techniques at a
meeting of the Mid-Maryland Woodturners Club, in
Frederick, MD. (TRT 1:28:10) Link:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ICLD_Bc8xE
Article: Oil Finishes
Selecting a specific oil-based finish can be confusing.
In his article, "Nice Turners Finish Last" (5 pages),
Don McIvor breaks down oils and oil-based finishes,
and describes how to select an oil finish for your
project. Click here to view/download: PDF

AAW Guest Membership
Now that the 50% incentive for chapter members
has concluded, we encourage you to remind your
new chapter members about the free 60-day AAW
Guest Membership, which offers limited access to a
sampling of AAW resources. Guests will be able to
explore what the AAW has to offer and decide
whether to become a full-fledged AAW member and
benefit from everything the AAW has to offer.
Click here to sign up for a guest membership.
Click here to view/download a list of publications
and services available to full AAW members.

Meeting called to order tonight at, Thursday,
September 7, 2017, 6:23 pm.
Tonight’s visitors - Scott from Germany a beginning
Turner, Dale first time at one of our meetings and
John who visited last month has been turning for
about a year.
Vice President Report: Pam Felton- The club has 103
paid up members.
Treasurer Report: Todd Sheaman- Todd is absent
from tonight’s meeting.

The Rudy Lopez Hands-On Class
had to be canceled due to
the lack of interest.
Secretary: Clarence Sitzman- Please don’t stack
chairs in front of the two cabinets until the sound
equipment is put away. Thanks! Thanks to everyone
that made a wand for the “Off the Hook Summer Art
Program.” We have been receiving some very nice
thank you cards from the kids and they are very
grateful, saying things like, “They are the BEST
wands I have ever seen!”
See
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John Giem
The instant gallery has many
fine pieces John found
interesting. Here is a nice
collection of tops with chatter
work and finely detailed
spindle turned handles. The
tops will be donated to
children in our local hospital. I
am sure they will enjoy them.
Scott turned a nice open segmented bowl; it took
about a month he says because he doesn’t work that
hard at it. But, it is so intricate surely you jest my
friend. Looking at all this wonderful work is a learning
experience in itself. If anyone is afraid to put their
work up here, we do have something called the
“Mentors Corner” where we can talk in private about
your work or any issues you are having with wood
turning. Dave turned a walnut bowl with beautiful
flame grain patterns and
finished it with Watco Danish
Oil. Danish Oil, Tung oil, mineral
oil and boiled Linseed oil are the
best finishes for utility bowls
because they are the easiest to
rejuvenate. Here is a nice Beads
of Courage bowl with a maple
bottom and a Russian olive top.
There is four of Doug’s basket
illusion bowls very intricate complete with very
dynamic patterns. This Maple Burl hollow form is
nice, a little heavier than I anticipated. “The cutters
kept breaking as I was trying to get it hollowed out,
so I decided, I was done and it was done,” said the
maker. This hollow form with the very small hole,
dark wood on top and segmented on the bottom,
how did you get it hollow? It was turned in two
sections then assembled and the outside was then
finished. The trouble is the inside is just as nice as
the outside but you can’t see the inside. Well it
turned out great nice and light. There is a vessel
made from Alligator Juniper from Arizona. The grain
is very pretty and seems very dense. Robert made a
small box of spalted beech stabilized with “Cactus
Juice.” Do I hear a possible Demo? Would anyone
else like to learn how to stabilize wood? This hollow
Contents

form with the red “Sunburst” neck is very nice. I
notice it has a solid bottom, do you ever notice any
cracking after a couple of seasons? Usually it is
suggested to use a floating bottom to allow for
expansion and contraction through the changes of
seasons. Hoyle made four “Beads of Courage” bowls
out of Colorado Blue Pine and Cottonwood. These
are very nicely done; you can’t feel the difference
from the hard to soft grain. Cottonwood has some of
the most beautiful chatoyance you will ever find.
Chatoyance is the simmering grain as the light is
reflected at different angles to your eye. Clarence
has some very beautiful pens up here; you will want
to take a look.
After retiring
from an engineering
career, I decided to
pursue my interests in
woodworking and
especially turning full
time. I have been working
with wood as a hobby for
the past 60 years. The most important lesson I have
learned over the years is to learn a technique in one
discipline and apply that idea or technique to
another discipline, kind of like cross training I guess
you could say. This enables us to not be afraid to
make mistakes because we can figure out a way to
recover from it with our vast accumulation of
knowledge in these various disciplines. Back when I
was considering getting a vacuum chuck system for
my lathe I was having a hard time justifying the
expense for just finishing the bottom of a bowl.
There are less expensive
alternatives available.
After doing some online
research I decided to get
set-up with a vacuum
chuck system and now I
am glad I did. As it turns
out there are many
different uses for the
vacuum chuck that I had not considered. I now use
it for doing my offset turnings and have discovered
a way to turn pieces with irregular bottoms.
An important factor when building a system
is flow. The pump needs to move air quickly (rated
by Cubic Feet per Minute, CFM) and the tubing
needs to be large enough to handle the flow. Pumps
can be found at JT Turning Tools, Ebay, the Frugal
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Vacuum Chuck or Joe Woodworker. Some of us might
remember trying to drink a malted milk shake through
an 1/8” diameter straw, much too hard. So they gave
us two straws. Today we have larger diameter straws
making it much easier to enjoy our malts. Just keep
this little antidote in mind when assembling your
system. This demo is not about building a vacuum
system but using one to hold wood on the lathe for

turning and finishing. Once the system is hooked up
to the lathe we need to test for leakage and make
repairs. By placing a solid object over the spindle
and turning on the vacuum pump, we can determine
if our system is air tight. Now turn off the vacuum
pump and see how long the object stays suspended
on the spindle. After a minute or two the test object
will fall off but that is long enough because it can’t
be expected to stay on forever, without the vacuum
running. Once we determine our system is air tight
up to the spindle we need to make or buy a chuck to
hold the work.
I bought this one
from JT Turning Tools that
uses 2” Schedule 40 PVC
pipe fittings. Something
similar could also be made
with any dense hardwood
or sealed wood. Mount
the vacuum hub on the
spindle and install the appropriate PVC fitting for the
work being done. PVC fittings can be 2” coupling, 3”
or 4” to 2” reducer. Keep in mind that having a large
chuck will create a greater vacuum area which will
create more atmospheric pressure pushing against
the work piece. The atmospheric pressure can break
a piece if it is a fragile thin walled vessel. The bleed
valve can be used to allow air into the system
regulating the amount of pressure exerted on the
turning. When the hub is mounted it needs to be air
tight on the lathe spindle. The spindle threads can
be wrapped with Teflon tape or an O-ring or a
plastic washer installed on the shoulder of the
spindle. The PVC fitting should be sealed to the hub
trued up and have a radius cut on the outside edge
to accept some gasket material where the work
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piece will be held. It is best to use 2mm white craft
foam from Hobby Lobby or Michael’s Crafts since it
won’t mar the work the way color foams can. It
comes with an adhesive back or use some spray
adhesive to attach it to the vacuum chuck. Try not to
lap the foam too much. A 1/16 of an inch allows the
foam to compress enough and not create a leak
point. Another leak test should be done to make
sure we are air tight to the gasket surface where the
work is held.
Now we can mount a bowl on the vacuum
chuck system. We need to know the center point of
the bottom and engage the live center of the tail
stock. It is always recommended to use the tail stock
for supporting the work piece for as long as possible.
If we have lost this reference point we can relocate
it with a combination square’s “Centering Head,” a
compass or dividers or a bushing inserted into the
threaded side of the
jaw chuck we used
to hold the piece
while we were
turning the inside
and then use a
pencil or center
punch in the
smaller diameter in
the center hole of the bushing. Once a center point
is established the tool rest can be set as a gauge to
see if the work piece is running true. If it needs some
adjustment use the bleed valve to reduce the
vacuum and allow the piece to be easily moved but
not fall off the chuck.
Once we have our work mounted we need
to check it for leaks. Any leaks should be where the
work meets the gasket on the PVC pipe fitting. If the
gasket material is lapped more than a 1/16” it will
not compress enough and cause a leak at that spot.
Sawdust could be sprinkled around the gasket to
attempt to seal the leak. If the work piece is too
porous sanding will help fill some of the grain or if
there is a crack, tape could be used to seal up any
holes. Plastic wrap or stretch wrap film pulled over
the whole piece might help, too. Once satisfied the
piece is held securely by the vacuum system the
bottom of the bowl can be turned to completion,
sanded and a finish applied.
Decoration can be added to turnings with
some offset turning techniques and inset with
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contrasting colors of wood like coasters, trivets and
pendants. It is best to start by drawing out some
patterns on graph paper. When making a coaster
start with a piece of wood ¾” by 3 1/2” by 3 1/2”
and turn it round to about 3 1/4”. Face it off and cut
an 1/8” dovetail to match a jaw chuck. Mount the
work piece in the jaw chuck and turn the inside
about a ¼” deep with a nice radius on the lip curving
into the bottom.
Don’t make the lip
to thin or it will
break out a chip
when dropped.
The completed
coaster should be
about ½” from the
lip to the table top
when finished and
be about a 1/4”
thick in the
middle. Give the
back side a nice
round over and slightly concave across the back so it
rests on a rim. Depending on the size of the vacuum
chuck it is possible to do the above steps all on the
vacuum chuck system eliminating some setup
changes. Remember to keep the live center in use
for as long as possible. To do the offset inlays we
need a disk about 10” in diameter and ¼” thick that
is air tight, “Dry Erase” board works well. Masonite
hard board leaks and will have to be sealed. Find the
center and stick it on the vacuum chuck with low
pressure so it can be adjusted. Meanwhile use some
spray adhesive to stick the pattern on the inside of
the coaster, center punch the center of each inlay

will hold the piece without engaging the teeth of the
drive. When drilling the pattern keep in mind
contrasting woods, grain patterns and what to inlay
first as opposed to last because all this will affect the
look of your finished piece. Increase the amount of
vacuum before drilling the pattern. With the pattern
shown, I drill the four
outside holes to 3/16”
deep first and glue in
the inlay disks and
then then drill and
inlay the center hole.
The inlay holes are
drilled with a 1”
forstner bit at 300
RPM, go slow and try
not to tear out any grain or dislodge the work piece
from its location. To complete the coaster turn the
inlays flush with the bottom sand and apply a wood
finish. The inlay disks I use are all scrap from other
projects.
Another very interesting use of the vacuum
chuck system is the use of a compliant mandrel. The
compliant mandrel will
allow a turning blank to
be held that has an
irregular base in
conjunction with a
donut chuck. The chuck
has a base with holes to
accept the long bolts
from the donut chuck. It
also has a reservoir that
is filled with rice and
when the work piece is pushed into the rice and the
vacuum applied creates a solid support for the
irregular shaped piece. The donut chuck is then
applied to hold the work piece while it is turned to
the desired shape.
The first step is to decide the orientation of
the finished piece. Since the turning blank has an
irregular base it may not sit flat to start with so we
need a way to align it on the lathe. I do this by using
the drill press to drill a hole for an alignment pin.
The alignment pin can then be used with a hollow
live center in the tail stock or a Jacobs chuck (drill
chuck) mounted on a Morse taper to fit the tail stock
of the lathe. Next start pressing the turning blank
into the rice and apply a little vacuum. Rotate and
continue applying pressure and more vacuum to the

hole, then put four pieces of double side tape on
the back of the coaster. Using the tail stock with a
Stebcenter (aka Safety Drive Center) locate the
coaster on the disk. The Stebcenter works best
because the center point is spring loaded and
retracts as the tail piece is brought into the work. It
Contents
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work piece as it seats
into the rice. Once
satisfied with the
positioning apply full
vacuum. Turn a flat face
to mate with the donut
chuck. Leave the live
center in place and work around it for now. Secure
the donut chuck over the work piece. Be sure
everything is tight and secure. Remove the guide pin
and tail stock and begin turning the inside of the
vessel. Sand the interior as desired. Reapply pressure
with a non-marring live center in the tail stock.
Remove the donut chuck from the work piece. Now
finish turning the rim and sides to the desired shape
and sand. If any more shaping is required to the
outside we can reinstall the vacuum chuck to finish
those areas and sand them.
I hope this little tutorial about vacuum
chucking has given you some inspiration and ideas to
get out to the shop. I would be interested to see
what you come up with. For some references about
building a vacuum system may I suggest these
articles in American Woodturner: “Understanding
and Improving Vacuum Chucking Systems”, February
2011, pages 26-32; “How to Get the Most from your
Vacuum Chucking System”, October 2014, pages 3844; “Compliant Vacuum Chucking System”, June
2012, pages 26-31.
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Glen Lucas in February, Jason Clark soon after and
Jimmy Clews sometime in the second half of 2018.
3.) Doug- Would like to encourage us all to participate
in the upcoming gallery shows, Beyond the Bark Art
Show at the RMWT symposium and Beyond the Bark
Art Show at the Community Creative Center in Fort
Collins during the first Friday Gallery walk in
November. Be proud of your work and allow others to
enjoy it as well. The pieces don’t have to be for sale

from page 1

Old Business:
1.) Gordon will be taking Beads of Courage Bowls to
the Children’s Hospital in Denver within the next two
weeks. If you have a BOC bowl ready to go, please talk
with Gordon.
2.) Program Coordinator, Camille - October we will
have Rudy Lopez demonstrating for the club. We need
a demonstrator for the November 9 Meeting, if you
have an idea or would like to teach, please see
Camille. Some demonstrators for next year include

but if you do offer them for sale value your work
according to the hard work and effort you put into
them. Be proud of the skills you have learned and
works you have accomplished.
4.) Jim would also like to encourage everyone to
submit three pieces of their art work to the Beyond
the Bark Art Show and Sale at the Community Creative
Center (CCC) in Fort Collins. We need folks to sign up
for gallery hosting to represent the Rocky Mountain
Woodturners Club and answer visitor’s questions.
Sign-up days will be November 1, 2, 3, 4 and 8, 9, 10,
11, times are noon to 6:00 pm in two hour blocks. We
need a collection point in Fort Collins and one in
Loveland and help transporting pieces to the CCC.
Each piece needs to be boxed separately with a
description, picture, name, address and phone number
on the outside of the box. Come to First Friday Gallery
Walk night Friday, November 3, 6-9 pm even if you
don’t submit any works.
5.) Ron- We need to do a better job of putting chairs
away better before leaving the demonstration area,
therefore we will be using last name alphabet system,
A-H, I-R and S-Z to put away the chairs in monthly
rotation.
6.) Lee Carter- My wife and I will be traveling and
visiting family, therefore I will not be attending all the
upcoming club meetings. My school the Rocky
Mountain School of Woodturning will be continuing in
the spring of 2018. I will be around from time to time,
so I’ll see you when I can.

Contents
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Thursday, September 21, 2017
The Pen Turners Club meets 2 weeks after the regular
Rocky Mountain WoodTurner’s Club meeting. The next
meeting will be: Thursday, October 19, 2017, 6:15 pm, at
the Woodcraft of Loveland Store.
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utilized to store club equipment that is in the trailer.
Perhaps we should find a smaller unit or more
centrally located. It just seems hard to justify the
expense.
5.) Allen - Symposium results: First off I would like
to thank Todd for all the help with the EOG auction.
About $3,200.00 was brought in for the David
Nittmann Educational Opportunity Grant (EOG). We
had 129 people in attendance. This just might be the
lowest attendance ever. I will have to check records
going back to the early 1990’s. We had 53 out of
state attendees, 80 people from Colorado and hardly
any locals. We had great responses in the
evaluations. A lot of people enjoyed the small venue
and lack of crowds. The symposium committee
needs to resolve issues
to bring in more
attendees next year.
Some ideas they need
to consider are reduce
expenses to have a
lower admittance fee,
only have a bi-annual
symposium, find a
different or lower cost venue, have the symposium
include and request help from other Colorado clubs
like Swat does in Texas and request the RMWT Club
not to host so many Hands-On Workshops to get
more local participation. We have to get attendance
numbers up or the vendors will not return if it is not
worthwhile to them.
New Business
1.) An idea is presented to have a list of equipment
needs to present to the
club and have members
donate the equipment
and receive a 503c tax
deductible donation
certificate. What better
way to support the
club?
2.) Ron would like to
propose club business
cards for members to hand out to prospective
members. It would display meeting times and place,
club website and contact information. M-S-P.
3.) Harry met a woman from Springfield Missouri
who belongs to a Lady’s Auxiliary whose members
are all veterans. It is hard to recognize women who

Board of Directors Meet the Fourth Monday of the
Month, 6:00 pm at McAlister’s Deli, 2550 E Harmony Rd.,
Ft. Collins -

Welcome all attendees; President - Ron Thompson,
Vice President - Pam Felton, Secretary - Clarence
Sitzman, Treasurer - Todd Sheaman, Jim Felton,
Allen Jensen, Cindy Drozda, Camille wall, Harry
Farmer and Michael Mroz.
Call to Order: September 25, 2017, 6:01 pm.
Officer Reports:
Vice President- 107 paid up members
Secretary - Membership cards are in the back of the
RMWT name tags.
Treasurer - I will be moving money from Savings to
Checking to cover symposium re-imbursements. I
don’t have accurate balances just now. The club has
EOG money available for improving your turning
skills, please apply.
Old Business:
1.) Todd as Safety Officer would like to see a safety
screen setup between the lathe and the audience.
Can anyone help or have ideas for what can be
done?
2.) Upcoming “Beyond the Bark Gallery Show” - Nov.
1, 2, 3, 4, & 8, 9, 10, 11, times 12 - 6 pm, at the CCC
in Fort Collins. Jim has
not been contacted by
anyone willing to help
with the show. We do
not have any collection
points in Loveland or
Fort Collins and no one
has expressed any
interest in gallery
sitting. Therefore there
won’t be any sales
through the club. You
can price your work and make the sale between you
and the customer. There will be no promotion
posters distributed. This will essentially be an
exhibition only show.
3.) Hoyle is working on the club’s A/V equipment
and trying to find the best solution. There are
considerations of storage and dust if a new
Tv/monitor screen is purchased. The front wall is
now obstructed by shelving creating installation
issues.
4.) Todd would like to see the storage unit better
Contents
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have served because they don’t advertise it like men
do even though there are a lot of them around. He
would like to make 67 pens to send them for each
member of the auxiliary to recognize them for their
service. If you would like to help, please talk to
Harry.
4.) There is some sand paper, tools and other left
over materials from the pen turning demonstration
room that will be stored in the trailer for next year
or it can be used at the upcoming Pens for Troops
turning secessions in October.
Meeting Adjourned: 7:42pm

inspiration from the surroundings of his youth. Rudy
began his relationship with wood as a craftsman of
fine furniture and cabinetry. His desire to explore
wood-turning developed when he received a
natural-edge turned bowl as a Christmas gift from
his best friend two years ago. Since that time,
Rudy’s natural sense of curiosity has led him to
explore the techniques
necessary to transform
wood from a simple
rough chunk into a piece
of aesthetic beauty. He
has the ability to look at
an object, understand
how it is made, and
recreate it with very
little effort. It is as if his brain is linked to his hands
by some arcane memory.
When asked what kind of wood he most
likes to turn, Rudy’s response was, “imperfect
wood”, wood with knots, voids, worm holes, decay
or any other flaw or defect. To me this is the beauty
that God and nature has provided me with as a
starting point, and then it becomes a challenge for
me to continue this and create something of beauty
for others to enjoy.” Rudy’s turned pieces have been
featured in the “Rounding
The Four Corners” exhibit
2008 and “Restful PlacesCremation Urns and
Objects” 2009 at the AAW
Gallery of Wood Art in St.
Paul, Minnesota.

Thursday, October 5, 2017
RMWT Monthly Meeting Rudy Lopez
Although he is a
relatively new wood
artist, Rudolph Lopez
has always had a love of
natural objects and the
environment in which
they flourish. Growing
up on a cattle ranch in
Florida with his father and uncles who spent most of
their time in the woods, he grew to love the
outdoors... trees, water and all things relating to
nature. To this day, Rudy’s greatest pleasures come
from mountain-biking, canoeing, kayaking, hiking
and just being in the woods.
Rudy began working with his hands at a very
young age and began to develop his creative eye
through photography—his first artistic pursuit. With
an education in drafting and design, he drew

Coming up in 2018:
February - Glen Lucas and
soon after Jason Clark and
Jimmy Clews will visit some
time during the last half of the year.
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RMWT Mentor Directory
RMWT Club has mentors available for those who would
like to meet, discuss and practice woodturning
techniques. All aspects of woodturning are represented.
If you would like help mastering a skill; Please contact a
mentor directly from the list:
http://rmwt.org/mentor.htm
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For Sale:
List: 10/2017
Vicmark 100 Lathe, Vicmark 300 Lathe and Jet 1220 VS
Lathe, Located in Cheyenne, WY
Call Carl Schadel 307-369-3207
carlswhisperingwoods@yahoo.com

Wood Bank Guidelines
http://www.rmwt.org/articles/2013-rnwt-wood-bankguidelines.pdf

Classifieds
For sale
Listing Date: July 2017
Oneway outboard attachment for Oneway 2436.
Includes extra large tool rest and banjo.
Great condition. $900.
Call Gary A. Zeff 303 725-5507
garyzeff@gmail.com
www.sculpturalwoodturning.com
Wood Lathe For sale

For Sale:
List: 10/2017
ShopSmith Lathe with Table Saw, Router Table and Band
Saw, Mobile Base. Craftsman Professional Jointer, 5hp, 6
1/8” x 46” table, ½” Rabbeting, 4” Dust Port, Mobile
Base. Dremel 16” Scroll Saw, Model 1671, 2 Speed with
Stand. Grinder with Buffing Wheel and Stand.
Call John Crisp (307) 286-0958

Listing Date: August 2017

Central Machinery, Brand new (never used), 3/4 Hp, 36”
with 12” swing, Variable Speed 600-2400 RPM, Pivoting
Headstock, with stand and extras. Paid $374.00, Asking
$275.00. Email Bob Charovano bobc917@q.com

CA Glue For Sale
Harry R. Farmer
Cell: (970) 218-0297
harryrfarmer@q.com

Permanent Listing

Editor’s note: Sale ads will run for three months unless
notified to stop sooner or to continue longer. Please call
or e-mail your ad to the Newsletter Editor before the
Sunday of the week prior to the next club meeting.

Contents
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RMWT Contact Information:
President: Ron Thompson
(970) 224-4125
Ront2737@hotmail.com
Vice President: Pam Felton
(307) 634-9103
jpfelton@gmail.com
Treasurer: Todd Sheaman
(970) 310-0433
todd.sheaman@gmail.com
Secretary & Newsletter Editor: Clarence Sitzman
(970) 980-8403
seesitzman@aol.com
Program Director: Camille Wall
(303) 543-2267
camille_wall@hotmail.com
Pen Turners Club President: Harry R. Farmer
(970) 218-0297 mobile
harryrfarmer@q.com
Newsletter Assistant Editor: Michael Mroz
(970) 663-9505 home
(970) 308-0289 mobile
michaelamroz@hotmail.com
Wood Bank: John Giem
Chairman and Wood Lot Manager
(970) 223-0844 home
(970) 227-6618 mobile
jgiem@comcast.net
Wood Lot Collection: (8am Day of Club Meeting)
Jerry Sherman Cell (970) 631-2984 home (970) 484-2619
Ray Mees Cell (201) 966-9186 jamr86@aol.com
Mike Paulson (970) 482-8162 mpaulson68@gmail.com
Webmaster: Hoyle Curtis
(970) 613-1415
Hoyle.Curtis@gmail.com

RMWT Symposium:
General Coordinator:
Allen Jensen
(970) 663-1868 work
(970) 776-6452 mobile
Program Coordinator:
Trent Bosch
trent@trentbosch.com

Vendor Coordinator:
Cindy Drozda
P.O. Box 19065
Boulder, CO 80308
(303) 449-7170
cindy@cindydrozda.com
http://cindydrozda.blogspot.com
http://www.youtube.com/user/cindydrozda
Facebook business page: http://tinyurl.com/44prp3n
Facebook Profile: http://tinyurl.com/3vy5ld5
Twitter: http:twitter.com/cindydrozda
Symposium Registration Coordinators:
Jim and Pam Felton
(307) 634-9103 home
jpfelton@gmail.com
Demonstrators: (as of 8/1/2017)
Cynthia Carden Gibson
Eric Lofstrum
Kurt Hertzog
Curt Theobald
Stuart Batty
Jonathan Medina

Trent Bosch
Cindy Drozda
Joe Fleming
Keith Gotschall
Tom Wirsing
Rick Orr

10% RMWT Member Discounts:
(with some exceptions)

Wood Emporium
618 N Garfield Ave
Loveland, CO
(970) 667-5621 Phone
(970) 667-5621 Fax
Sears-Trostel Lumber & Millwork
1500 Riverside Ave
Ft. Collins, CO 80524
(970) 482-1928
(970) 482-9895 Fax
Woodcraft – Loveland
3718 Draft Horse Drive
Loveland, CO 80538
(970) 292-5940 Phone
(970) 292-5939 Fax
loveland@woodcraft.com
Rockler’s in Denver – Please present your membership
card for the discount.
Contents
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Rocky Mountain School of Woodturning operated by
Lee Carter in LaPorte, Colorado. Classes are offered in
Basics, Intermediate and Advanced woodturning. Lee
also offers private tutoring. Seven different brands of
lathes are available, tools of kinds and the latest
technologies. Call Lee Carter at (970) 221-4382 to sign
up or have any of your questions answered.
leecarterrmsw@yahoo.com

Clubs and Member’s Websites:
Rocky Mountain Wood Turners
www.rmwt.org
American Assoc. of Woodturners (AAW)
www.woodturner.org
Trent Bosch
www.trentbosch.com

Curt Theobald offers three-day workshops in
Segmented Woodturning in his studio in Pine Bluffs,
Wyoming.
Call Curt Theobald at: (307) 245-3310
E-mail: cwtheobald@wyoming.com
Website: www.curttheobald.com

Cindy Drozda
www.cindydrozda.com
John Lynch
www.johnlynchwoodworking.com
Curt Theobald
www.curttheobald.com
Don Maul
www.bighornwoodart.com
Dale Bonertz
www.roughoutbowls.com

Learn From the Best…
The Rocky Mountain Woodturners Club (RMWT), is
well known around the nation because we have some
of the best national and internationally known
demonstrators and best teachers of Basic,
Intermediate, Advanced and Specialty turning right
here in our own back yard:
Trent Bosch Woodturning Workshops:
Workshops are held in Trent’s studio in Fort Collins,
Colorado. There is a maximum of four people in each
class, which allows for individualized instruction. The
cost is $500 for a 3-day intensive workshop and $650
for the 4-day class. Meals are also provided at no extra
charge. His studio is equipped with the highest quality
and latest technical equipment available. For detailed
information on workshops visit www.trentbosch.com
or contact Trent via email or phone.
Trent Bosch
Trent Bosch Studios Inc.
trent@trentbosch.com
(970) 568-3299

John Giem, Woodturner
Custom woodworking and Individual or small group
woodworking instruction tailored to the needs of the
student. Offering both woodworking and turning on the
lathe in combination with regular power tools. Classes
are held in John's studio in Fort Collins, CO. The studio is
well equipped with a complete set of woodworking
tools. Contact John to discuss your interests and to
further your skills.
jgiem@comcast.net
Cell: (970) 227-6618
Woodcraft has classes for beginners in
woodworking, shop safety, intro to the machines, bowl
turning, pen and pencil turning, hollow forms, Christmas
tree ornaments, tool sharpening, etc. Please check out
the classes being offered at web page:
www.woodcraft.com/stores/storeaspx?id=56
Doug Schneiter is scheduled to teach several
woodturning classes at the Woodcraft of Loveland store
in 2017, see the latest store flier for dates and
times. Doug also teaches specialized one on one turning
classes in his Loveland studio. Contact Doug at:
dougschneiter@gmail.com
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